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Inspired by lifelong tradition and film soundtrack classics, “Jade   Ethnic   Orchestra”   is   the   newest   

member   in   our sample   library   family.   As   our   other   products   Jade   also combines  the   

soul   of   the   musician   and  the   specifics  of unheard-in-the-sampled-world before instruments 

with the possibilities we, as composers, have nowadays.

---------------------- about jade ethnic orchestra-------------------
WWe learned so much about ethnic instruments when we sampled Balkan Ethnic Orchestra in 2017. 

After spending three years refining our sampling process Strezov Sampling f inally brings to you the 

next product in our Ethnic series. Being inspired by the special sound of Chinese instruments and 

Mongolian singers we decided it 's hightime to create an inspiring virtual instrument in that area.

CompriseComprised of over 50 instruments spread across more than 100 instrument patches, Jade Ethnic 

Orchestra gives you the option to choose between multiple categories, such as Bowed Strings 

Ensembles, Bowed Strings Solo, Plucked Strings, Voices, Woodwinds, Percussion (based on our 

X3M engine) and stemmed out sound-designed pads created by Lyubomir Goshev.

JADEJADE Ethnic Orchestra is a huge collection of Asian ethnic instruments. Most of the sampled 

instruments originate from China, but along with them we have included others, like the Hoomai men 

choir, the Mongolian Longsong Quartet, Moorin-Khuur, the Shakuhachi and many others Asia is to be 

proud of. A detailed list of the library's content, a thorough description of the instruments and other 

technical info can be found at the end of this manual.  

First, let us explore the options and controls you have at your dosposal while working with this library.   
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--------------------------- microphone positions------------------------
Jade Ethnic Orchestra comes with three microphone positions and was recorded in Tweak Tone Labs, Jade Ethnic Orchestra comes with three microphone positions and was recorded in Tweak Tone Labs, 

Beijing. Two of these – the Close array and the Decca array are summed from different microphones 

from the recording session, giving you the ability to sculpt the sound between a drier and more ambient 

sound. The Hall microphone is actually a printed Chamber reverb of Sofia Session Studio – the stage 

where all our other sample libraries were recorded. This means that we've played and recorded hours 

of sample content and captured the acoustics of our studio, making it easier for Jade Ethnic Orchestra 

to blend with the rest of our libraries.
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---------------------------- syllabuilder engine -----------------------------
The choir patches in JADE gives you the option to “write” words quickly. In order to do so choose an empty 

position on the dashboard and click on any syllable in the list to the left. The editor will automatically switch 

to the next empty, so you can repeat the above procedure as many times as you want. 

IfIf you want to write a Staccato words, choose an empty position on the dashboard and hold down SHIFT key on 

your keyboard while clicking on any syllable in the list of the left. SHITS+LMB shortcut is only available when an 

empty position is selected.

To edit words (syllables), you must first select one of the available positions on the dashboard. Any changes 

made from now on will be applied to the current selection until you select another position. You must tweak all 

the settings like Attack, Release, Volume, Offset or even change the syllable itself.

ТТhese syllables are authentic Mongolian words that have been chosen to pair with the syllabic sounds in our 

Wotan and Freya choir libraries.
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 Syllable options
Use the “Sustain / Staccato” switch to change the articulation on the go. Use Attack, Release, 

Start offset and Volume to set the syllable according to your preferences to adjust the transit ion in 

combination with Connect and Morph modes. 

 Connect mode
To connect multiple syllable click on the circle between the syllables. Then you can play them with a To connect multiple syllable click on the circle between the syllables. Then you can play them with a 

single note/chord on the keyboard. In this mode you can use the Rhythm Controls to adjust the specific 

length each syllable will be held for before jumping to the next in the sequence. In connect mode click 

on any note to the right of the Rhythm sign to change the duration of the selected syllable. This will 

help you to create various choral patterns and to sync the lyrics to the dynamics of your project.

 morph mode
MorpMorph mode on the other hand allows you to crossfade between different syllables, , thus creating 

new words. To morph two (or more) syllables click twice on the circle between them until you see the 

crossed button.

To control the morph between two (or more) syllables use their Rhythm options. The Rhythm of the 

first syllable controls the timing when the first morph will start. The Rhythm of the second (third, etc.) 

syllable controls the duration of the morph between the syllable and previous one in the sequence.

IIf you want to use a word (or a phrase) more than once in your track, you don't need to type it twice. 

Just attach it to a keyswitch. To do this, simply select the word (phrase or syllable) sequential number 

(counting from 1) using the corresponding knob in the upper left corner by click & hold and move the 

mouse up or down. The keyswitch G0 (not shown in the upper left side of the GUI) is always set for 1, 

or the first word/phrase. 

IIt wil l be easier to press the word keyswitch from your keyboard f irst i f you don't want to count 

the words that you have written. The corresponding knob in the upper left corner wil l turn blue. By 

dragging the keyswitch knob you wil l see the gray note (below the syllables in the dashboard) jump 

between words, showing you which word is currently selected. 
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By default, each time you change the note/chord that you are playing the next word/phrase from 

your dashboard wil l be played (when finished, they wil l loop). The keyswitches give you the option 

to change the order of the words/phrases being played. For example, each time you click (or play) 

the corresponding keyswitch for word/phrase 3, the next note/chord you play wil l tr igger word 3 and 

continue from there onwards with the word sequence as in the dashboard. This is a fast and efficient 

way to rearrange and change the order of the content, written in your dashboard. 

 leg legato options
Click on any button to the right of the Legato sign to change the legato duration for the selected 

syllable (uses only at the beginning of a new note/chord). If no selection is made the legato is 

switched off. 

WWe also have the Agile legato option available. In Hold Last Syllable mode (HLS – assigned to Sustain 

pedal by default) the transitions between notes are handled by the Agile Legato. It is fully polyphonic 

and it is equally useful for both solo melodies and harmonic content. You can switch the Agile Legato 

off for compatibility with your older projects or other choir libraries.

FroFrom this same menu, you could turn ON/OFF the Overlapping Notes and Release samples functions 

(turned on by default). When the “Overlapping notes” is ON, you are using the polyphonic legato and 

you can have one voice holding a pedal “Beh” syllable (for instance), while the others voices are stil l 

progressing throughout the lyrics. 

YoYou could also turn ON/OFF the Auto reset to last KS function. If switched ON the sequence wil l 

automatically reset to the last used word keyswitch if you pause more than 20 ms. You can progress 

throughout the lyrics by successfully connecting the notes/chords in legato mode or by using a word 

keyswitch.
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Every time you open the “Quick Words” browser (or use “Quick Save” button, it will refresh the presets 

from the disk. If you have more than one instance of the library in your project, you can even transfer 

words between them without reloading the library or your project. Just save the word in presets using 

“Quick Save” button and then simply reopen the browser (close and open) in the other instance. 

 Bulk edit
UsUse SHIFT+LMB on any available posit ion on the dashboard to add or remove a syllable to the bulk 

edit selection. All changes made using Syllable Controls wil l be applied to the entire selection. To 

clear the bulk edit selection, simply change the edit posit ion or use one of the functions

as New, Load, Save, etc.

The “Loop” icon appears if you combine two or more syllables so you can choose between:

Loop OFF – the last syllable in the word will be held until you release the key on your keyboard.

Loop ON – all connected syllables will run in a loop until you release the key on your keyboard.

Use the Connect of Morph options in front of the last syllable to control the loop transition. Use the Connect of Morph options in front of the last syllable to control the loop transition. 
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You can use the Pan controls to place the signal in the stereo panorama. Use the Stereo Width control 

to adjust the width of the stereo field. When the two circles are overlapped at 100% the signal becomes 

mono. 

SometimeSometimes it's necessary to increase or decrease the volume of a single note in a chord, which is hard 

to accomplish using only the mod wheel. Use the Velocity Dynamic Influencer to adjust the amount 

of velocity influence on a single note's volume based on the individual note's velocity amount. This 

feature will increase or decrease the volume based on the value up to +/-6dB.

------------- keyswitches and additional controls--------------
Many of the patches in JADE Ethnic Orchestra have different articulation within them as they can be 

activated by keyswitches marked with red, located on the lower side of the keyboard. 

AlAll instruments have sustain or legato articulation located on the lowest keyswitch. Some of the string 

and plucked instruments have tremolo articulation (for the wind instruments which have that, it's called 

flutter, but it's activated exactly the same way via keyswitch). 

Few of the plucked instruments (Guzheng for example) have “bend-up” and “bend-down” articulations, 

which are also accessible by keyswitch. 

Also there are a couple of instruments which have “fx” articulation, like bounce (ex. Yangqin). Those 

are also triggered via keyswitch. 
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------------------------------------ dynamics ------------------------------------
The different dynamics of the percussion instruments are triggered via velocity – the harder you play 

on the keyboard, the higher the dynamic level.  In all other instruments in Jade Ethnic Orchestra the 

dynamic are controlled by the modwheel, similar to all other Strezov Sampling l ibraries, l ike Afflatus 

Chapter 1, Balkan Ethnic Orchestra, etc. 
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------------------------------------ patches ------------------------------------
BOweD StrinGS SOlO
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BOweD StrInGS enSemBleS

plucked StrInGS
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woodwinds
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voices

perCuSSIOn

pads
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